
 

 
ACD Integrates with DCI Solution for Heavy Equipment & 
Specialty Valuations 
 
 
Rapid City, SD – September 28, 2015 – ACD, a leading claims 
technology, decision support, advisory and service network 
solution to the property and casualty insurance industry has 
announced integration with DCI Solution, a leading provider of 
heavy equipment & specialty vehicle valuations. 
 
The new agreement with ACD and DCI Solution will add vehicle valuations for heavy equipment, 
specialty, motorcycles, recreational vehicles and marine losses to ACD’s AutoLink™ claims workflow 
platform. ACD’s integration utilizing DCI Solution’s Valu-Rite System® will increase efficiency for 
adjusters and ensure accuracy when processing total loss claims involving this special sector of the 
market. 
 
“Incorporating specialty vehicle valuations into AutoLink™ is one more step in our mission of unifying 
the links of the entire claims value chain. The heavy equipment valuation process is one that takes 
expertise and experience,” stated Ernie Bray, CEO of ACD. “DCI Solution provides us with a quality 
solution and yet another fantastic addition to our growing list of partners who continue to help us build 
the most complete end-to-end claims processing solution,” added Bray. 
 
Darren DiMaria, Chief Client Officer of DCI Solution said, “We look forward to working with ACD and 
integrating our Valu-Rite System® for top tier heavy equipment & specialty valuation services into their 
AutoLink™ technology.  Client-focused firms such as our organizations are able to provide insurers and 
their adjusters the detailed and accurate information they need to expedite total loss settlements,” 
added DiMaria. 
 
  
 
About ACD 
 
In an age of connectivity, ACD links insurers with the best technology and service providers in the auto 
claims industry. Along with AutoLink™, PropertyLink™ and SubroLink™, ACD has redefined innovation 
and technology excellence through data-driven analytics, decision support, advisory, and audit services 
– all serving to connect the entire claims value chain. Our mission is to digitize and connect the claims 
industry by focusing on simplifying processes in a highly fragmented business sector. 
 
The firm has processed over $3 billion dollars in assessed damages, servicing over 225 insurers 
including 11 of the Top 25 national carriers. 
 
For more information visit ACD www.acdcorp.com 
 
About DCI Solution 
 
DCI Solution is a leading provider of vehicle valuation services to the insurance and related industries. 
Our Apprais-All™ Services provides Total Loss Valuations, Diminished Values, Desk Reviews and other 
valuation services for Heavy Equipment, Trucks, Trailers, RV’s, Specialty Autos, Motorcycles, and more. 
Our Valu-Rite System® provides a valuation that is quick, concise, and fair & balanced…because Value 
is more than just a number. 
 
For more information visit www.dcisolution.com or call 855-DCI-LINK. 
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